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COHTROl or OHlrSfM* FRUIT MOTH AMD CODLING MOTH 
*ITH OVICIDES. 
In recent years the control of codling moth and orien- 
tal fruit moth has become increasingly difficult for fruit 
growers* Government restrictions of arsenical residues on 
fruit have forced many growers to eliminate arsenical sprays 
after the first generation of codling moth larvae in order 
to exceed the arsenical tolerance. The elimination of such 
sprays after the first brood leads to poor oontrol of the 
second and third brood larvae* resulting in great increase 
of codling moth in the fall* and leads to heavy initial in* 
festatlon the following spring. The development of strains 
of codling moth* supposedly resistant to areenlcals* has 
further complicated the problem so that at the present time 
fruit growers throughout the country are looking for more 
effective apray materials. The growers of peaches are faeed 
with a problem in oriental fruit moth control. Arsenical* 
and other stomach poisons are ineffective due to the pecu¬ 
liar habit of the oriental fruit moth larvae rejecting the 
first mouthful of fruit tissue. Thus the poison is not in¬ 
gested. This makes it difficult to oontrol the peat. 
For several years the Agricultural Experiment Station 
at Blacksburg, Virginia* has been conducting research work 
2 
on ovicides for the control of codling moth and the oriental 
fruit moth* Doctor Oohoene, In charge of the Entomology sec¬ 
tion of the Station, has been supervising the work. Each 
t 
summer some work has been carried on with various materials* 
Hot all these materials were safe to use, and some had not 
been tested as to the danger of causing foliage Injury. 
Under Dr* Sohoene's direction a lan was devised to 
test the more promising materials. The materials were to 
be tested at various concentrations and under uniform con¬ 
ditions to try to determine the lnaectloldes which would 
give adequate control without injury to foliage or fruit. 
Commercial and non-oomraeroial oils of both mineral and veg¬ 
etable origin were obtained, together with a number of emul¬ 
sifying, wetting, and spreading agents* This work was oon- 
V 
ducted by the writer during the past summer, 1640* 
Review of literature 
Ovicides have shown some promise as effective agents 
for controlling oodllng moth and oriental fruit moth. Older 
remedies such as kerosene emulsions, lime-sulphur ’•washes1*, 
and tar distillates were considered effective egg killers 
* 
even before the fruit moths became major pests. However, 
Safro, 1912, showed that lime-sulphur wash was not an ef¬ 
fective ovicide for oodllng moth* Most of these tests were 
conducted at the laboratory in early fall. As to performance 
3 
In the field, lime-sulphur was "harsh on the foliage and 
inefficient** Lovett, 1918, found "Black Leaf 40* at a 
dilution of 1-1300 in combination with fish oil four pounds 
per one hundred gallons of water was effective against cod¬ 
ling moth eggs* Melndoo, 1931, reported poor results with 
nicotine sulphate used against eggs and newly hatched codling 
moth larvae* In 1925, Childs, working with codling moth in 
% 
Hood River Valley section of Washington, stated that oils 
used as ovicides, when applied after first brood eggs were 
laid, were feasible as an auxiliary control to aroenate of 
lead* When used alone, oils were not as good as lead arson* 
ate, but when used in combination with lead arsenate they 
mors effective than lead arsenate used alone. According to 
his analysis, tbs successful use of ovicides depends ons 
* 
1* Moths depositing sufficient eggs over a short enough 
Interval to warrant spraying* 
3* Ability of grower to determine this interval* 
3* Ecological conditions of a particular locality such as 
temperature and weather conditions, which might cause the 
ovipositlcn period to vary. 
these conditions are just as applicable today* They might 
be called the limiting factors in the use of ovicides. 
In 1927, a committee headed by Davis made a re¬ 
port on oil emulslone. In this report it was stated that a 
two percent oil emulsion would kill a large number of cod- 
Xing moth eggs. Oils combined with arsenical* were better 
than either one used alone. In 1929, Llpp published some 
notes on the ovlcldal notion of linseed oil on codling moth 
i 
and oriental fruit moth. He found that the susceptibility 
of eggs to the oil varied with age of the eggs, length of 
incubation period, and concentration of oil. In 1933, 
newcomer and Yothers tried various contact insecticides on 
larvae and eggs of the codling aoth. Oils were effective 
against the eggs but were also injurious to foliage. They 
found also that oils used alone were not as effective as 
lead arsenate. Frost, in 1933, reported a high peroent 
kill of oriental fruit moth eggs with a 1*3 per cent solution 
of oil. These tests were made with eg'si laid on glass slides. 
In 1935, Schoene and Jefferson conducted some tests with sev¬ 
eral insecticides against eggs of the oriental fruit moth 
and the codling moth. ’’Black Leaf 40* with Orthol K gave 
good control. Since then Hough and Jefferson, 1936, have 
carried on this work using summer oils in combination with 
Bordeaux mixture, and with vegetable oils used alone. Sev¬ 
eral of tbe vegetable oils gave good control. 
Kagy, 1936, reported good results with a solution of 
dlnitro-o-oyolo-hexylphenol In petroleum oil. This was ef¬ 
fective against overwintering San Jose scale and also agin- 
st the eggs of a plant bug, (by&aeus Raimi). Breakey and 
Hiller, 1933, used Halowax, a chlorinated naphthalene, as 
5 
an ovicide for codling moth and oriental fruit moth. They 
reported kill up to 96 percent with a 1 percent white oil 
in combination with Halowax. 
Other references have been made to fundamental studies 
on oils to determine their physical pronertioe, their effect 
on plants* and their effect on lnaeote and insect eggs. 
Smith* 1931* in his "Studies on the oll-iepociting qualities 
of oil spray mixtures" listed the following factors as de¬ 
termining the performance of an oil spray. 
a. Percent of oil In spray. 
b. Phyeio-chemiopl nature o* the spray mixture. 
The oil 
Percentage of unsulphonated residue. 
Viscosity 
Sire of globules 
The emulsifier or spreader 
Rind of emulsifier 
Amount of emulsifier per unit volume of water and 
per unit volume of oil 
The spray water 
Kind and amount of salts in solution 
Kind and amount of Insoluble material 
Binerio interface 
gature of absorbed films 
Interfaoial tension 
6 
5. Electrical charge of oil globules 
c. Quantity of oil sprayed 
d. Manner of application - continuous, intermittent, or 
repeated. 
e. Duration of application 
f. Manner in which spray falls upon or strikes surface 
g. Pressure with which spray la applied 
1. Spray norrle adjustment, sire of orlfloe in disc. 
It la not the purpose of this thesis to present an 
exnl&aaticn of the above outline, but in order to under¬ 
stand these factors and their interrelations, the writer 
reviewed the work of many authors. Some of the fundamen¬ 
tal considerations on the subject of oil used as insecti¬ 
cides are presented in the following paragrpahs. 
Materials used to emulsify oils are usually either 
organic or mineral substances. Shepherd, 1939, has listed 
emulsifiers under the heading of adjuvants, a term whloh 
also applies to wetters, strlckere, and spreaders* Smulsl- 
fiers are necessary because they fora a protective coat Br 
bout the droplets of oil, thus protecting the plant from in¬ 
jury which is ordinarily eaueed By free oil. This protective 
layer may be very strong, resulting in a stable emulsion, or 
it may be weak, resulting in a less stable emulsion. Ben- 
Amote and Hoskins, 1937, stated that an oil emulsion should 
be stable enough to release the oil as soon as it comes in 
contact * ith the plant surface, Soapa lend to form a very 
stable emulsion. Inert colloidal emulsifier© such as cal¬ 
cium caseinate and bentonite tend to form leas stable or 
quick-breaking emulsions. According to deGny, 1937, these 
quick-breaking emulsions are best as they give increased 
deposit of oil. The stable emulsions on the other hand 
oause an excessive run off of eoray material resulting In 
% 
decreased deooslt. excess amount of emulsifier will aloe 
result in increased runoff. 
A great many emulsifiers used today are liquid soap 
compounds which mix well and are convenient to use. How¬ 
ever, some of the ingredients of these soaps may undergo 
chemical notion with the oil or other materials in the spray 
solution and thus change the nature of the solution. Suoh 
action may cause injury to foliage as English, 1928, and 
Farrar, 1936, have shown. deOng, in 1927, showed that soaps 
of a sodium base combine with the calcium and magnesium salts 
in the spray water to form insoluble soaps which cause the 
emulsion to break down, releasing free oil. In some sections 
of the country where hard water is prevalent, some of the 
soap emulsifiers do not properly emulsify the oil. This in¬ 
efficient emulsification allows free oil to reach the foliage, 
thus causing injury to the plant. 
The mineral emulsifiers, suoh as fentonite clays, do 
not enter into chemical action with the spray solution. 
8 
However, some research workers believe that the Inert clays 
absorb the oil thus decreasing the effectiveness of the 
spray* Tothera and Winston, 1935, have ehown that such Inert 
materials as fuller9a earch and kaolin make very good emul¬ 
sions that cost very little and keep well, but they form & 
aeml-oaste stock solution rather than a liquid, and this may 
be less convenient to handle* Chandler, 1936, stated that 
inert emulsifiers were satisfactory for use with hard water* 
Swingle and 3naop, 1931, advise that where emulsions must be 
used with various Insecticides or fungicides, It Is best to 
use one of the inert emulsifiers* Both types of emulsifiers 
were used in these experiments conducted with fruit moth eggs 
at the Blaoksburg Station* 
Setting and spreading agents are used to increase the 
effectiveness of the oil* According to Hoskins, 1938, a 
wetting agent la * any substance r hich causes the spray fluid 
to wet the surface so that formation of drops on the surface 
is prevented*. A spreading a ent is *any substance which 
tends to cause lenses of spray to spread over a eurfaee which 
has not been directly hit by the spray*. Both these agents 
serve to make more efficient use of the spray material by in¬ 
creasing the area covered or the amount of spray material de¬ 
posited* Some adjuvants may add to the toxicity of the spray. 
Cinsburg, 1935, stated that liquids possessing high wetting 
9 
properties will usually ’ oeaee* hi^h spreading properties* 
In regard to amount of wetting agent used Hensill and Hoskins, 
1935, state that a maximum deposit of oil is obtained at a 
concentration of the wetting agent juct below that which leads 
to the formation of a continuous film over the solid surface* 
Beyond that amount, runoff ie increased, resulting in de¬ 
creased deoeit of oil. Ebeling, 1940, reported that the ad- 
% 
dition of alnut shell flour, 3 rounds per 100 gallons in¬ 
creased the effectiveness of a 3 percent oil solutlonl This 
material is reported to be non-absorptive* 
*WARg aaUaa aL slUi« 
In order to understand the use of oils as ovicides, it 
Is important to know Just bow they kill the eggs. Several 
theories have been advanced on this subjeot. In 1927, deOng 
stated that the action of an oil in producing death is largely 
a physloal one, oauslng suffocation. He also added that 
poisoning due to the presence of unaaturated hydrooarbons may 
produce death* Shepherd 1939, gave the following list of 
theories as to how ovicides may act: 
1* The oil may ooat the egg In such a way that the young 
cannot emerge. 
2. The oil may soften the egg "shell” enough to interfere 
i 
with embryonic development* 
3* The oil may exert its effect u on the delicate integu¬ 
ment of the younglnseot* 
xo 
4. The oil may prevent respiration of the developing embryo 
< 
by depressing or interrupting the passage of oxygen or carbon 
dioxide through the chorion of the egg* 
5. The oil may actually penetrate the egg and coagulate the 
protoplasm within. 
It is porbable that ovieldal action may be due to a combina¬ 
tion of these factors rather than to any one of them. 
at mi m mme 
Until recently oil has been mainly used &e a dormant 
•pray. However, with the advent of more refined oils and a 
better understanding of their use, certain oils can be ap~ 
plied safely during the growing seasons. English, in 1928, 
stated that soaps and unsaturated oils were most likely to 
produce injury. 3 uler, in 1931 (a), listed some of the fee- 
tors concerned with oil Injury during the summer. He stated 
that injury varied inversely with sulphonation value, and 
that viscosity and temperature may also effect injury. Im¬ 
proper emulsification is often a factor* The use of certain 
combinations of materials, such as lime and oil or some forms 
of lead arsenate end oil may cause injury. Continued use of 
oil throughout the season Is apt to oeuce Injury due to the 
accumulative action of these oils on lant tissue. In regard 
to this, Spuler has stated that oils should be applied only 
during periods of high egg laying. 
u 
Front, 1933-1937, ha® made several studies of injury 
by summer oil emulsions* In testa conducted in 1933, three 
year old peach trees and five-seven year old apple trees 
were treated with a two oercent solution of oil on the fol¬ 
lowing dates) May 25, June 10, June 22, and July 14. Ho in¬ 
jury was evident. The following y*ar blocks of rlberta peach 
trees wers sprayed -?lth a solution containing 10 pounds wet- 
table sulphur, 3 gallons of summer oil (Orthol K medium) per 
100 gallons of water. Ho injury resulted, and the trees ap¬ 
peared to te invigorated by the treatment. Farrar, 1936, also 
reported that noil had stimulated lant growth. He explained 
It on the basis of inoreased chlorophyll content of the 
leaves. Frost stated that some injury was notioed on apples 
sprayed with the 2 percent oil in combination with sulphur. 
Apparently the finer the sulphur, the more serious the burn¬ 
ing. wettable sulphurs and baeio lead arsenate may be com¬ 
bined with 2 percent suaiaer oil witb-out causing injury to 
peach. When used with Bordeaux, oil forms a persistent resi¬ 
due which Is difficult to remove. In 1935 Frost reported 
that a 2 percent oil emulsion had been used for five years 
on a block of ftlbertaa with no signs of injury. These sprays 
were aonlled at intervale from the time of petal fall through 
early September. Oil, lead arsenate, ?nd sulohur combinations 
have been included for four years without injury. In 1935 
a great deal of injury was noticed on plot® sprayed with self- 
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boiled lime sulphur plus oil, but with the oil and settable 
sulphur the injury was negligible. These trees were sprayed 
at the shuck fall stage add twice during June and July. A 
f 
block sprayed with sulphonated corn oil showed much foliage 
bum. Tests conducted with 2 percent oil and sulphur and 
lead arsenate showed some injury, but this was attributed to 
the weakened condition of the trees. With a suitable sul- 
*% 
ohux, there is little danger of the combination causing any 
injury. 
According to Kohbaugh, 1934, who studied the effect of 
oils on citrus the oil appears to enter the plant tissues by 
capillarity. It ordinarily remains in the cells just under 
the epidermis, but may even penetrate the xylera. Such oils 
probably remain with the plant throughout its life. A plant 
usually reacts to an oil spray with an increase in the respir¬ 
ation rate, and a decrease in the transpiration rate. Vig¬ 
orous trees are able to withstand these changes muoh better 
than ordinary trees. 
Farrar, in 19oB, published some fundamental studies on 
the effects of petroleum oil on inseots and plants. &s a 
rule, the lighter oils of about GO seconds viscosity (Saybolt) 
are considered safe to use on plants, but oils as high as 100 
seconds hav been used without injury. A good rule to follow 
is to us the lightest oil th t will ive adequate control# 
Farrar c insiders the summer oils as being generally inoorapatl- 
i 
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ble with fungicides, The addition of an oil, emulsified with 
certain soaps, to lime-sulphur results In the separation of 
the oil and the emulsifiers, liberating the injurious free 
oil. He also reports that fungicides used with oil tend to 
decrease the efficiency of the oil. 
According to Farrar, the physical properties of oils 
are not responsible for some forrao of 1 nt injury. Such in¬ 
jury may be the result of the disturbances associated with 
(1) the general vigor and sta^e of growth of the pJUnt; (3) 
the soil moisture; and (3) the food relationships of the 
plant. In such c^ses where accumulative effect of oil has 
caused injury]? ths ohysiologionl processes of the plant were 
affected. In the same article Farrar made a reference to the 
work of Oray and deOng in who stated that the unsaturited 
hydrocarbons present are largely responsible for plant in¬ 
jury. Grossman and Dawsey in 1936 made some studies of con- 
preatlve kill and injury by oils with unsulphcnated residues 
of 8 percent, 16 percent, and 33 percent. The kill was equal 
with equal volumes of oil, but leaf drop with the 33 percent 
unsulphonated oil was 76-80 percent, whereas leaf drop with 
the other concentrations was not above 10 percent. 
The correspondence with John W. Heberts, pathologist 
for the United States Deportment of Agriculture indiouates 
that the Department has found that comnerlcal emulclons and 
summer oils have severely injured peach foliage. He con- 
14 
aiders It to be dangerous to apply sulphur and oil at the 
ease time* 
Frost, on the other hand, found that 3 percent oil 
could be used safely on peach foliage, oven In combination with 
forms of sulohur, provided that application was made after 
the first of July. Bee correspondence. Injury seemed to be 
more noticeable when temperatures were low. There is no l M : 
doubt that weather conditions and conditions of the trees 
at time of spraying have a great deal to do with Injury to 
the plant. 
»41& Hl.at2.rjt of moths. 
The review of literature on the behavior and life cycles 
of the codling moth and oriental fruit moth was largely con¬ 
fined to the bulletins published by the Virginia Agricultural 
Experiment Station. Before explaining the work at the inseo- 
tary It would be best to give a general aocount of the life 
history of the pests in Virginia. It must be realised that 
any actual dates given regarding the time of development or 
the duration of the life stages of the moths are relative to 
climate and weather conditions in that particular locality, 
and such dates vary with conditions from year to year. 
The codling moth Oaroocapsa oomenelia L. overwinters as 
a fully grown larva in a cocoon whioh is usually attached 
beneath loose bark or in debris near the tree. The larva is 
15 
from 5/6 to 3/4 of an inch long. It hos a pink tab-white body 
oolor with a brown, selerotired head capsule, with the want 
days of erring the larva change to pupa withlnthe cocoon. 
This pun*tIon period, the time during which the larva begins 
to pupate, extend® over a period of about a month beginning 
at the middle of lor11. The ouoal period, the period from the 
time the larva enters nuoatlon until the adult moth emerges, 
average* 35 days. However, larvae puoatlng late In the reason 
required only 15 days to complete the nupal period. In normal 
seasons the coring brood moths emerge from May ? to June 15. 
These moths have a wing scan from of an Inch. They ars 
grayish-brown In oolor with a distinct dark band across the 
back part of the wing. They are seldom observed in the field 
as their protective coloration blends with the bark of the 
tree. The eggs laid by these moths are white, flattened, and 
pancake-shaped. They are about 1/35 of an inch in diameter. 
See figure 1. 
The egg laying period of these spring brood moths ex¬ 
tends over & period of about a month, beginning about May 15. 
Deposition occurs on young fruit and on both sides of the 
leaves. The eggs deposited at the beginning of this period 
require about 13 days to hatch, while those eggs laid during 
the second week in June require only Q days. This is an im¬ 
portant consideration in determining dates for applying 
ovicides. 
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itithin a few hours after hatching, the larvae go di¬ 
rectly to the young fruit and bite their my through the 
outer skin. The feeding period of the first brood larvae 
averages from 15 to 30 days. A few of them begin to leave 
the fruit as early as the fifteenth of June, They seek a 
suitable hiding place beneath loose bark, In crevices, or in 
debris under the tree, in which to construct the cocoon* This 
t.. ■. 4 * 
process is completed in from five to six days. After the 
cocoon is made the larva becomes quiescent and pupates* The 
puoal period averages between 11 and 13 d^ys. The moths of 
this first brood usually emerge between June 35 and August 1* 
Ovlposltlon begins the latter part of June and continues for 
about a month and a half* The period of egg deposition is 
extended for the second generation* This is of considerable 
Importance nhere an ovicide is to be used* 
The second brood eggs hatch in an average of six days, 
and the larvae enter the partly grown fruit* The entrance 
can be detected by a small amount of frass protruding from 
the entrance hole. The larvae complete their development 
within the fruit in about 30 days. In the northern part of 
the State this figure may Increase to 30 days, and in the 
southern portion of the State it may decrease to 16 days. 
Larvae begin leaving the fruit by the middle of July and 
continue to emerge until the middle of September. 
* 
In northern Virginia there may be no third brood, and 
17 - 
the larvae of the second brood become the overwintering or 
hibernating brood. Sven some of the first brood larvae, do 
not transform the same season but overwinter. It is estimated 
that In average seasons 85 percent of the first brood trane- 
form to pupae, and from 5-20 percent of the second brood al¬ 
so transform, thus making a partial third brood. The propor¬ 
tion of third brood is alrays dependent on the length and 
type of season. Blacksburg, being at an elevation ofabout 
2170 feet, has a climate similar to that in portions of 
northern Virginia, and thus sometimes escapes a third brood 
of oodllng moth. 
The first brood is of greatest importance to the fruit 
growers, for if this brood can be curtailed, the following 
broods will automatically be reduced enormously. The seoond 
brood is the more numerous and does far greater damage than 
the first one. A spray material that would control the first 
brood would leave few moths to build up the seoond brood. 
Control of the first brood, then, is the fruit grorers great¬ 
est problem as far as oodllng moth is concerned. 
the oriental fruit moth, haeperreela uoleata Buaok, 1. 
likewise a great problem in Virginia* It Is injurious mainly 
to reaches, although some damage is done to apples. This 
pest has a history somewhat similar to that of the codling 
moth, but ooapletes its life cycle in a ©barter period and 
thus increases faster. It overwinters as a full grown larva 
18 
In a cocoon on or near peach tree*, or as a partly grown 
larva In the fruit of applet, the larva is often confused 
with that of the codling math, but la smaller and has a five-* 
toothed comb-shaped plate on the last segment of the abdomen, 
the overwintering larvae begin to pupate about the middle of 
March, although some do not pupate until May. The pupal per¬ 
iod average# about 30 days in the Blacksburg region, Kmer- 
genoe of adults usually Extends over a period of l£-3 months 
beginning the middle of April, These moths have a wing ex- 
panse of about £ an lneh, thus they are somewhat smaller than 
the codling moths. They are grayish-brown in oolor but have 
no distinct b^nd across the distal part of the wing. They are 
most active during the evening hours. It is said that the ma- 
4 
Jorlty of the eggs of the oriental fruit moth are laid on the 
underside of the peach leaves. The egge ere similar to those 
of the oodling moth but are somewhat smaller. See figure 3, 
Both the codling moth and the oriental fruit moth belong to 
the family Tortrioidae, Gviposition extends over a period 
corresponding with that of moth emergence, usually extending 
through early June. Definite peaks are due mainly to varia¬ 
tion In temperature. %g deposition oraetically ceases when 
the mean temperature reaches as low as 55 degrees. Jhen the 
mean is above 80 degrees, the eggs are de-osited in large 
numbers. The average period of incubation of the first brood 
eggs Is from 8-11 days. Under orchard conditions the newly- 
* 19 
hatched larvae may wander about th© foliage and fruit for 
two or three hour*. They usually enter the fruit at some 
Irregularity on the surface such as the c^lyx or stem end 
or at a point of contact between the fruit and some other 
part of the tree. Very little, if any, of the akin of the 
fruit is ingested according to Stearns, 1930. In this man-* 
ner many larva© avoid being poisoned by the arsenical*. If 
no fruit is avlalable, the larvae will attempt to enter the 
growing tips of the peach tree. 
At Blaokeburg larvae become fully grown and begin w~ 
merging from the fruit in early June. They continue to 
emerge until the middle of July. The larvae search until 
they find a suitable hiding place and then begin to build t 
their cocoons. The period from the time the larva emerges 
until the cocoon is completed averages five days. The pu¬ 
pation period at Blacksburg lasts about a month and a half, 
beginning in the early part of June. The pupal period aver¬ 
ages approximately 12 days. The moths of the first trood be¬ 
gin emerging about the middle of June end continue through 
most of July. They begin ovioooition during the latter part 
of June and continue to lay until August. The inoubation 
period of the second brood egg® averages about 5 days, as 
compared with 8-11 days required for those of the first 
brood. 
There are four complete generations of the oriental 
-20- 
fruit moth and a partial fifth in some parts of Virginia* 
From the second generation throughout the season there is 
much overlapping of the broods* Thus it is necessary, as 
f 
in the case of the codling moth, to apply an ovicide dur¬ 
ing the early part of the season when the ovlnosition per¬ 
iod is shorter* The great increase in population after the 
first brood c*m be more readily understood when it Is rea¬ 
lised that according to Peterson, 1830, each moth may lay 
over 300 eggs* This results in a tremendous Increase in 
population by the end of the season, and thus insures a 
large initial infestation for the following year. 
In orchards where apple trees and peach trees are 
intermixed the life history becomes more com Heated* The 
first brood eggs ordinarily hatch before the fruit la form¬ 
ed, and enter the tender twigs of the peach causing a die- 
back of the twig* The subsequent broods of larvae burrow 
into the fruit of the peach* However, when no late peaches 
are available, the late brood moths migrate to the apple to 
lay their eggs. These larvae then enter the maturing apples, 
and may overwinter in thex, thus furnishing another source 
of infestation for the following y ar* Hence there has been 
a general recommendation to keep apples and peaches separate, 
and to confine peach plantings to early maturing varieties. 
i 
The accompanying table aumx&rlzes the life history of 
the oriental fruit moth at Blacksburg, 
Table 1. 
Life History Bata rAtmniarlred 
Blacksburg 
Average Length in days oft 
Brood Tear Incubation Larval feed- Cocooning Pupal 
period lng period period period 
Life 
cycle 
Soring 1926 — mm 
first 6.5 20.1 
Second 4.9 15.4 
Third 4.5 19 
Fourth 7.4 58.5 
1937 
Spring — — 
First 8.7 19.4 
Seoond 4.9 20.6 
Third 6.9 29.4 
Fourth 13.5 mm 
1928 
Spring — mm 
First 8.6 21.2 
Second 4.9 15.3 
Third 7.5 29.9 
Fourth 10.1 mm 
1929 
Spring — mm 
first 11.2 20.7 
Seoond 5.4 18.7 
Third 7.0 29.7 

















The inaeotary In *hich this work was done la located 













Blacksburg, which la in th« southeastern part of the 8tat«. 
The teen Is situated on a olnteau at an altitude of 3170 
* 
feet. The building Is a one-story wooden structure, closed 
on three sides with windows and shutters. The other side is 
exposed, so the icsectary is subjected to prevailing weather 
conditions* 
The first step in connection with the problem was to 
secure a sufficiently large moth population to Insure an ad<- 
•% 
equate and constant supply of eggs. A large number of larvae 
both oriental fruit moth and codling moth, were available from 
the previous season. The original plan was to use the over- 
wintering larvae as a source of sup ly, and from them rear 
the generations throughout the season, spraying the eggs when 
they were abundant enough and allowing the unsprayed eggs to 
hatch and thus build up the Initial supply of moths. This 
worked out very well in the case of the original fruit moth, 
* i 
but the codling moth did not respond well to the artificial 
conditions and comparatively few eggs were obtained. 
a&gglbjl «aa 
The overwintering larvae represented the fourth gener¬ 
ation of fruit moths of the previous season. They had en¬ 
tered pupal bands which had been placed in the Jars of fruit 
where the larvae had been feeding. The pupal bands o insist 
merely of a strip of corrugated paper, obtained from paper 
cartons, which had been cut into strips about an inch wide. 
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These were made long enough to reach around the Inside oircum- 
ferenoe of a gallon fruit crook* Mature larvae emerging from 
the fruit in late fall made their cocoons between the stripe 
of corrugated paper but remained dormant until spring. 
Activity was resumed in the warm days during April and 
May. During this oeriod the larvae ohan>ed to pupae within 
the pupal bands, Hhen the majority of the worm® had entered 
the pupal stage the bands were olaced In ?vlain gallon glass 
battery jnra and oovered with a cloth. Fast studies show 
that the pupal period of the overwintering fruit moths aver¬ 
ages approximately thirty days at Blacksburg. 
In 1940, moths were emerging In email numbers In late 
Aoril and early May. By the latter part of May they were 
transferred to fresh glass moth jars, each containing a 
moist cotton plug. These ootton plugs are made from small 
sections of cotton batting which had been soaked in water 
and then compressed to form a slender plug about l| inches 
long. They serve to increase the humidity and to supply 
the moths with water. 
If oonditlons are right these moths soon begin to lay 
eggs on the inside of the glass moth jar# 3ee fig. 3. These 
eggs are readily visible to the eye, appearing as small light 
dots. At first the eggs are uniform in appearance, but as 
the Incubation period draws to a close the head caosule and 
faint outline of the developing larva can be seen. See fig. 2. 
Fig* 1. Hatched codling raoth eggs on apple 
leaf. Enlarged# 
v 
Fig* 2* Oriental fruit rioth eggs on apple 
leaf* Hatched and unmatched errs* note torn 
of larva within unhatched eggs* 
Fig. 3. Moth jars showing method of 
Inserting twig for orlposition. 
Fig. 4. Two types of apple foliage used 
in experiment. Left* out twig. Bight- young 
seedling. 
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Young seedling apple trees and apple twigs were avail¬ 
able near the insectary. See Fig. 4. The seedlings were es¬ 
tablished In earths* flower ote. The twigs were obtained 
from several mature apple trees. The jars containing the 
moths were laid on their sides at a alight angle, and then the 
seedling, also on its side at a similar angle was placed fac¬ 
ing the cloth covered end of the moth jar. The cheese cloth 
cover was then partly removed and the seedling shoved for¬ 
ward until the uoper stem, carrying from 4 to 10 leaves, re¬ 
mained within the moth Jar, figure 3. The cloth as then 
tightened about the etem to prevent the moths from escap¬ 
ing. The twigs were treated in a similar manner, the foliage 
resting In the middle of the moth Jar with the stem protruding 
from the Jar Into a small glass of rater. It was soon evi¬ 
dent that twigs were muoh more convenient and practical to 
use, providing they could be bent alive for from 10-15 days. 
This was made possible by selecting twigs from mature growth, 
reducing the number of leav s, cutting the stems underwater, 
and changing the water several times. 
The moths were emerging from the pupal brands in large 
numbers by the latter part of Hay and at this time four moth 
Jars were set up, each containing over one hundred moth®, k 
twig was placed in each Jar and allowed to remain overnight. 
Fresh twigs were placed in the moth Jars every morning. 
Thu® after four days there were four eats of twigs, e>ch set 
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having eggs from one to four days old. At the peak of moth 
emergence, there were eight moth Jars in use every day sup¬ 
plying 8 twigs every day. The cycle of four days was used 
because the eggs sometimes hatch if left longer than four 
days. In most instances, as soon as any set of eggs was four 
days, old it was sprayed. There are several lots of five day 
old eggs In the data, but they were mainly trials. If the 
temperature was low the eggs would not hatoh for a week or 
more, but this condition was the exception rather than the 
rule. 
The moths were most active during the twilight hours, 
during whioh time most of the eggs were laid. In the concen¬ 
trated quarters of the gallon Jar the moths laid eggs on 
foliage and on the walls of the glass battery Jar. Kggs were 
allowed to accumulate on the sides of the Jar for several 
days, but before they eggs began to hatch the moths were 
transferred to a new Jar and the Jar containing the hatob~ 
lng eggs was filled with small apples and a cloth tied over 
the top of the Jar. The newly-hatohed larvae then entered 
the fruit, completed their development in several weeks, 
and then came out of the fruit and made their ooooons in the 
holes of a corrugated band which had been placed in the upper 
part of the Jar. The pupal bands were then removed and placed 
in another glass Jar. In about two weeks moths began emerg¬ 
ing from these pupal bands. These moths were transferred to 
the moth jxrs contallying foliage and the whole process was 
repeated again* 
Ordinarily there are four distinct generations of the 
oriental fruit moth in Virginia with distinct peaks for each 
generation* Under the laboratory conditions at Blacksburg, 
however, a continuous supply of moths was available through* 
out the season after the first generation, so that egglaying 
was not Interrupted after the latter part of June. This Is 
an exa-arle of how the generations can overlap when optimum 
conditions are present* 
As was mentioned before, the twigs were sprayed after 
a complete set of four was available. At eaoh spraying there 
ware usually from five to eight complete sets of twigs, each 
set consisting of four twigs, eaoh twig bearing foliage on 
which eggs had been laid for one day only* thus each set was 
corn osed of four twigs bearing eggs from one through four 
days old* Bach twig was numbered and plaoed In water in a 
sir ounce bottle* See fig* 4* Be keeping the twigs numbered 
in this manner It was possible to determine the effeot of 
spray on eggs of various ages* 
In some of the later tests with oriental fruit moth 
eggs, the seta of twigs were further separated in groups of 
two* This meant that materials were applied to eggs of two 
different ages rather than four* This was done only with 
some of the adjuvants. Initial t^sts of the three regular 
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\ 
dilutions (ll, 1, and | oercent) of oil were always applied 
to complete sets of eggs* 
mum z&k 
The oodling moth larvae were obtnined from bands placed 
in orchards the previous fall* These bands had been collected 
during late fail and were placed in a cellar. The codling 
moth larvae began to pupate in the bands during April. When 
the majority of them had b* gun pupation, the bands were re-* 
moved from the oellar and placed in the constant temperature 
cabinet shown in figures 5 and 6. The oiblnet was kept at a 
temperature between 80*83 degrees F* humidity was maintained 
by a pan of water, and the circulation of air was assured by 
means of a small fan* 
The moths began emerging late in ttay and began to lay 
their eggs learly in June. These eggs were laid either on 
the apple foliage nlsoed In the cage or on the wax paper win¬ 
dows in the front of the cage, see figure 5. The apple twigs 
were removed from the chamber dally and replaced by fresh 
ones* As in thecase of the oriental fruit moth, the sets of 
twigs having eggs from 1-4 days old were sprayed with various 
oils. The eggs laid during the first two weeks had a compar¬ 
atively high percent of Infertility. 
As was stated before, the oodling moth did not thrive 
under the artificial conditions at the inscotary. The supply 
of moths was Increased by importing them from nearby packing 
y 
Fif> 5. Constant temperature cabinet used for 
codling sioth studies* Egga are laid on twigs within 
cabinet or on the wax paper windows* 
Mg. 6* Bear view of cabinet showing entrances, 
electric heating unit, fan, and pan of water* 
®heds. This helped to increase the muster of eggs laid. 
Most of the spray tests were made on eggs laid by the moths 
from the overwintering generation. These eg^s were laid 
during the first half of June. A few were made in August 
on eggs laid by the few moths of the second generation, that 
were available. Only a limited amount of data was obtained 
from the codling moth experiments, but tests were made with 
standard dilutions of the more important oils# Enough data 
were obtained to permit a comparison with those obtained with 
the oriental fruit moth* 
The spraying outfit consisted of a small compressor run 
by an eleotrlo motor, see figure 7. This was run at a pressure 
of about 25 pounds. The hose from this compressor was at- 
# v 
taohed to the nozzle of an ordinary hand sprayer. This nozzle 
was embedded in a cap which could be attached to any ordinary 
pint mason jar, see figure 8. provision for agitation was 
made by extending an air line to the bottom of the jar. The 
spray was placed in the pint mason jar, the nozzle-cap at¬ 
tached, and the compressor started. The resulting spray was 
a fine mist which dlfuaed outward to a distance of five or 
six feet beyond the nozzle. In spraying, the operator held 
the twig in one hand and the soray jar in the other at a dis¬ 
tance of about a foot from the twig. The twig was then turned 
Fig* 7* Compressor unit oa iplote with spray 
nozzle (Devilbrls type)* 
Fig* a* 3pray nozzle-cap and pint jar 
containing spray solution* 
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slowly and oovered with spray from all angles until the 
leave® were thoroughly covered. Then the twig was set out 
on a table In the insectary and left to dry. With each set 
of twigs there was a corresponding set of cheok twigs which 
were not sprayed. By means of these check twigs the incu- 
i 
bitlor. period of the eggs oould be deteraihed accurately. 
The sprayed twigs were allowed to remain in the insectary at 
least two days more than the incubation period of the check 
twigs in order to allow for any retarding effect of sprays 
on the eggs. Then the leaves from these sprayed twigs wera 
examined under a binocular microscope and counts made of 
hatched and unhatched eggs. Counts were also made of the 
checks in order to determine the percent of eggs that did 
not batoh. As a rule, eggs were deposited in about equal 
numbers on both sides of the leaves. At first* eggs from 
the bottom and top of the leaf were counted together, but 
soon it was decided to keep separate records of the eggs 
on each side of the leaf in order to determine if there 
was any difference in the rate of kill on the top and bot¬ 
tom of the leaf* 
Eggs which have hatched are readily visible to the eye. 
All that re.-aalns is a transparent oval shell. See figures 
1 and 3. Eggs which have not hatched usually contain a dead 
larva in some stage of development, see figure 3. In older 
©gga the bead capsule and body of the larva are visible. In 
newly laid egg® there ie no differentiation in the colorless 
viscous fluid inside the eggs. Infertile eggs may be dis¬ 
tinguished usually by the uniform whitish cast of the undif¬ 
ferentiated material Inside the egg# Vary few infertile eggs 
were laid after the first week# See table 36 for checks# 
The number of eggs per twig varied with the supply of 
moths and with the temperature changes. The average number 
was between 300 and 400, although there were some twigs with 
as many as 3000 eggs# In tabulating the results the number 
of unhatohed eggs on the bottom and top of the leaf was re¬ 
corded in separate columns, then the total number of eggs 
hatched and unhitched was recorded in separate oolumna for 
each olds of the leaf, together nith the percentage kill for 
each side# The percent dead was obtained by dividing the 
total number of eggs killed by the total number of eggs* 
This was caluclated for each side of the leaf separately 
and for both sides together. See data sheets at end of 
paper. The check twigs were treated likewise except that 
the percentage falling to hatch was not recorded invidld- 
ually for the top and bottom of the leaf. This figure rep¬ 




A number of insecticides were available at the Kxper* 
iaent Station. dome bad been tested during tbe previous 
season. From these the few showing the most promise were 
selected, they include industrial oils, lubricating oils, 
semi-refined oils, and vegetable oils. The two most im¬ 
portant characteristics of such oils, from an insectloldal 
standpoint, axe viscosity and sulphonation value. Viaoos- 
ity is defined as the internal friction of a liquid, usual* 
ly expressed In seconds required for a given amount of 
fluid to pass through a given orifice. The "unsulphonated 
residue* or sulphon&tion valve is the amount of oil not 
acted uoon by sulphuric acid in the prooess of refining. 
It is usually expressed in percentage. Ordinarily, oils 
of a high percentage uneulphonated residue do not cause 
as much injury as those with a lower percentage. The fol¬ 
lowing table gives a list of the oils used, together with 
their physical characteristics where available. 
Table 2 
Physical characteristics of oils 
Hams of Oil Viscosity 3ul donation Valve 




Ortbol X (light-medium) 95 • 
Xursery Volk 50 98-100 
Greenhouse Volk 65 98-100 
Sinclair #10 94 
Sinclair #30 138 
Standard #331 75 83-84 
Standard #303 65 83-84 
Corn oil 166 
Soy bean oil 161 
Both OrthoI K medium and light-medium, which were al¬ 
ready emulsified, contained 83 percent actual oil* the Nur¬ 
sery Volok and the Qreenhouse Volok, also emulsified, have 
approximately the same amount of oil* All other materials 
mentioned in the table were 100 percent oil, and had to be 
emulsified, A stock solution was made ut> in the ratio of 
95 parte of oil to 5 parts of emulsifier. A number of agents 
were used as emulsifiers, among them several soap products, 
XH35Q3, IH181, and Uul-Si-Hg, Other materials used were 
bentonite, a colloidal clay, and calcium caseinate. 
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Various stickers and spreaders were used to Increase 
. • i 
the effectiveness of the emulsions. These included Orthol 
Liquid Spreader, Aresket, Grasselll Soreader, Vetsit, soy¬ 
bean meal, walnut-shell flour, butyl acetate, and 9tantex 
9preader 3opa. The oils were also apolied in combination 
with other materials ueed in the spray schedule such as 
Bordeaux mixture, lead arsenate, Black Leaf 155, Botano R, 
and Berako Fruit Spray, a rotenons product. 
The soap emulsions were made up by mixing the oil and 
emulsifier as mentioned above, with the bentonite, a mix¬ 
ture of oil, bentonite, -*nd water, 100 co-10 grama -100 oo, 
was the most satisfactory stock solution. Thorough agitation 
was necessary to make this into a creamy paste-like mixture. 
Although somewhat more inconvenient to handle, the bentonite 
proved to be very effective as an emulsifier. The other 
materials were of such a nature that they oould be mixed di¬ 
rectly in the spray solution at various concentrations. 
All concentrations of oil in the spray solutions axe 
recorded on the basis of the actual content of oil in the 
solution. Thus a 1$ percent solution of Orthol It would ac¬ 
tually contain 1.8 percent of the Orthol K stock solution, 
which is only 83 percent actual oil. 
This Is also the case with bentonite, the stook solu¬ 
tion of whioh contains leas than 50 percent oil. More than 
3 percent of this stock solution mu^t be mixed to yield a Ij 
percent oil spray. The spray solutions used in this experi- 
ment were usually mired in gallon lo^s, ordinary tap water 
being used to dilute the stock solutions* Accurate measure- 
* 
ment was assured by the use of graduated cylinders and pi¬ 
pettes. If a high dilution was to be made, a larger quantity 
was mixed in order to correot proportions. The spray ma¬ 
terials used in this experiment were also tested on young 
apple trees in the nursery to determine whether or not the 
materials were injurious to the foliage. The trees were 
treated with standard 1 percent dilutions of oil. The fol¬ 
iage was examined weekly to determine injury. This data is 
recorded in Table 14. 
ftesulta 
Due to the limited supply of codling moth adults, very 
few eggs of this insect were available for this experiment. 
The eggs available were sprayed with the standard dilutions 
1$, 1, and l percent oil without the use of any adjuvants. 
For purpose of comparison, the codling moth data will be 
plaoed at the head of e oh column. The results oan best be 
presented by considering the various aoray materials indiv¬ 
idually. 
The first of these is Orthol K, a thick, white, paste¬ 
like oil emulsion containing 83 percent actual oil. Both 
medium and light-medium grades were used. Various dilutions 
were tried. In order to teat the efficiency of the various 
adjuvants, & greater dilution of Orthol R was necessary to 
produce a kill low enough so that comparative results could 
he analyzed* A 4 percent dilution producing an average kill 
of 75*2 percent was used as & standard for some of the ad* 
juvnnte* These adjuvant# were added to the spray solution, 
not to the stock solution of oil* The complete results are 
given in the tables at the end of this paper, for purpose of 
analysis the averages taken from these tables will be used. 
Host of the dilutions are given in direct proportions suoh 
as 1-1000. For the materials given in grass the following 
table will bo helpful in sugg sting the corresponding pounds 
per IOC gallons. 
Table 3 
Approximate Relative Values 
20 grams per 1000 oc 8 











1 gram per 1000 oo m 
.1 gram per 1000 cc Z 
.01 grams per 1000 cc m 
28 or. per 100 gallons 
14 or per 100 gallons 
1.4 or. per 100 gallons 
*14 or per 100 gallons 
*014 p*. per 100 gallons 
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Table 4 
Qrtbol t medlua 
Oil concentration Percent klllx* 




l t ' 90.0 
* 
* • 33.4 
Oriental fruit motb eggs 
i — 93.1 
1 — 9?. 4 
i — 94.4 
i Craseelll Spreader 1-1500 35.3 
i Orthol Liquid Spreader 1-1000 38.4 
i Butyl acetate 1-1000 99.3 
i Butyl acetate in IN25Q3 1-1000 98.3 
i Bordeaux and Lead arsenate • 87.8 
i Bordeaux and Black Leaf 155 98.8 
4 75.3 
4 Or^eselli Spreader 1-1C0Q 82.1 
4 Craseelll Spreader 1-1600 78.9 
4 letsit 1-1000 61.4 
4 Areeket 1-1000 57.8 
4 Soybean acal 1 graa-XQOQ oo 87.4 
4 Walnut-obeli flour 1 gr?UB-500 cc 68.1 
4 Berako fruit spray 1-500 80.3 
4 Butyl acetate 1-1000 80.9 
4 Butyl acetate in Xn3503 1-1000 96.6 
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Ihe medium Ortbol It proved to be one of the best ovi¬ 
cides. At lj and X percent it gave good control of codling 
moth eggs, and at £ percent it gave 94.4 percent kill of or- 
t 
iental fruit moth eggs. Sven lower concentrations sere ef¬ 
fective shea certain adjuvants were added, With | percent 
oil the resulting kill was so high that, with the exception 
of butyl acetate and Black leaf 155, the adjuvants did not 
increase the toxloity. The Oraeselli Spreader and Orthol 
Liquid Spreader apparently deoreased the effectiveness of the 
lj percent oil. This may be due to excess runoff of the 
spray material. However, with the \ percent oil, which aver¬ 
ages 75.3 percent kill alone, the adjuvants were more effec¬ 
tive, bringing kill up to 99.3 percent On the case of butyl 
acetate emulsified In XN2503. GrasselH Spreader did not 
produce a significant lnoreass in the effectiveness of the 
i peroent oil, and the other materials; letsit, Areaket, 
and walnut-shell flour, apparently deoreased the effective¬ 
ness of the oil. 
the tests with oils in the recommended spray mixtures 
also are Included in this table. In Virginia, Bordeaux mix¬ 
ture la often used to control fruit diseases, and lead ar*» 
senate and Black Leaf 155 are used to control chewing in¬ 
sects. In reality these materials are not adjuvants, but they 
sometimes affect the killing power of other ingredients in the 
I spray solution. For that reason they are included here. 
Bordeaux is prepared by mixing two pounds of copper and 
four pounds of lias with one hundred gallons of water, 
head arsenate is used at the rate of 3 pounds near 100 gal- 
lone of water. As may be noted in table 4 the Bordeaux 
and lead arsenate combination did not add appreciably to 
the effectiveness of the oil, whereas the Bordeaux and 
 Leaf 155 combination raised it considerably, the 
comparison of the effects of theee two materials throughout 
the experiment is an interesting one and will he diacuooed 
further as the other results are considered. 
the next oil considered la Orthol K light-medium. It 
Is similar to Orthol t medium but baa a somewhat lower 
visooeity. The averages of the results are presented in 
the next table. 
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Table 5 
Orthol It light-medium 
w saa^ iamaa 0Mllog agwttmw 
14 — 93.0 
1 
— 91.6 
4 ~ 85.6 
Oriental fruit moth eggs 
i4 — 93.9 
i 
— 94.7 
4 — 83.4 
4 Orthol Liquid Spreader 1-800 93.8 
4 Stantex Spreader Soap 1-1000 97.6 
4 Ootano R 3 lbs-lQQ gals. 89.8 
4 Bordeaux and lead arsenate 85.3 
4 Bordeaux and Black Leaf 155 98.0 
i 51.1 
At regular concentratione, 1$, 1, and & percent, this 
material wae about as effective on the codling moth aa It 
was on the oriental fault moth, but the kill did not average 
as high as with Orthol t medium. The difference between the 
1 percent and $ percent oil is not significant If use is made 
of the probable error. However, Student’s method of statistic¬ 
al analysis, used ?here there are small numbers of smaples. 
Indicates that the odds are about 13 to 1 that there is a 
significant difference between the kill of eggs laid on 
the same dates* Very few of the samples sui be compared 
by this method because most of the sets of eggs were laid 
at different dates. The addition of the adjuvants to the | 
percent solution increased the kill from 83.4 percent to 38 
percent in the case of Bordeaux and Black leaf 155. Hers 
again, Bordeaux and leaf arsenate did not add to the effec¬ 
tiveness of the oil. All other adjuvants improved the kill 
somewhat, but the variation in the kill of i percent oil was 
so marked that the significant of the improvement was im¬ 
parled. Stantex Spreader 3oap was outstanding. 
The oomroerical Volok oils are also oil emulsions with 
. 
an actual oil content of 85 percent* They were used at 
standard dilutions only. 
Although these oils gave a good percentage of control, 
they were not considered as effective as the regular Orthol 
X oil* Although nursery Volck appeared to be better than 
dreenhouse Volok In killing both codling moth and orelnfcal 
fruit moth eggs, the difference was not ©tatisticaliy signifi¬ 
cant. Mo further tests were made with them as they were ap¬ 


















Oosmeroial diesel oil, of unknown physical and chem¬ 
ical properties emulsified with IK35Q3 proved to be every 










The average kill of eg e sprayed with the Diesel oil 
was scarcely any better th^n that of the check twigs. This 
oil was not considered worthy of further trial. 
Among the lubrlc ting oils, two grades of regular 
Sinclair motor oil were seleoted. These olio hnve been 
rated by automotive engineers as having a viscosity of 10 
and 20 respectively. Tor the corresponding Saybolt rating 
see Table 2, Two emulsifying agents, IN3503, and bentonite 
were used with this series, Ho codling moth eggs were a- 
vallable at the time to uee In these tests. The averages 
axe given in the following table* 
» 
Table 8 
Slvolalr oil 3AS #10 
Qll cpncentration Smuisifle* 
Oriental /-row miaa fruit moth eggs 
IN3S03 95-5 83,6 
1 • : * 63.3 
* 
H II 46.3 
li Bentonite 100-10-100 99.0 
1 it H 86.3 
1 • * 93.0 
Qlnolalx oil SAS #20 
U XK3503 95-5 89.7 
1 • « 81.2 
i » « 65.8 
l Bentonite 100-10-100 99.6 
i H • 97.1 
i n « 94.6 
£ SA£2G XH3503 plus Bordeaux and lead arsenate 75.3 
i 9AE10 11 plus Blaok Leaf 155 and Bordeaux 95.8 
Tbe heavier oil, $A* #30 was more effective alone, but 
with bentonite as an emulsifier both oils averaged above 96 
percent kill. In tests with other spray materials, lead *#* 
senate apparently decreased the efficiency of the oil, while 
Bordeaux and Black Leaf 155 Increased Us efficiency. In this 
experiment a different norrle, known as the Bevillbris nozzle, 
was used In addition to the regular spray nettle. See figure 
7. This hevlllbris nettle Is similar to that of an atomizer. 
Xhe percentages indicate that there Is no significant variation 
In the effectiveness of the two nozzles. See Table 31. 
The eeml~reflned oils proved to be fairly effective. The 
two used In this experiment are also kn wn as spindle oils due 
to their use Industrially. They are produoted of the standard 
Oil Company of Hew Jersey. One of them Is designated as 
Standard #303; the other one as Standard #331. The average 
percentages of kill are given In table 9. 
Table 9 
Standard #303 
£1£. qqnpq.Pt.rat.lsm „ „ Percent UU 
Codling moth eggs 




i II 83.3 
Oriental fruit moth eggs 
li * 73.8 
1 n 77.8 
flj . II 57.2 
1* Bentonite 90.1 
1 II 89.0 
i • 87.4 
£ XH3503 Bordeaux and lead arsenate 99.3 
i Bordeaux and Blaok leaf 155 96.0 
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He» again bentonite proved much more efficient as an 
emulsifier* In teste with materials used in the spray 
schedule, efficiency of the oil was increased in combination 
vlth Bordeaux and lead arsenate, and also increased in oohk 
blnation with Bordeaux and Black Leaf 155* this la the only 
instance where the Bordeaux and lead arsenate combination ap¬ 
preciably increased the effectiveness of the oil. 
The percentages obtained with Standard #321 are given 
on the following pages. 
Table 10 
Standard #321 
Oil concentration Emulsifier Adjuvant Percent kill 
Codling motheggs 
l£ 182503 — se.8 
1 • — 88.4 
i • — 81.6 
Oriental fruit moth 
• - 69.0 
i # — 76.2 
* 64.1 
* * Orasaelli Spreader 1-500 99.4 
i * Oraseelli Spreader 1-1000 @8.4 
* * Orasselli Spreader 1-1500 94.5 
i * Oraseelli Spreader 1-3000 69.6 
Table 10 (continued) 
0U- .qoncentr^on SgAffAltol .^JESSBl &UI 
Codling moth egge 
* IH2S03 araaael11 Spreader 1*10,000 95,2 
4 • Grassel11 Spreader 1*100,000 81,0 
4 « Ortbol Liquid Spreader 1*600 99,3 
4 • Soybean meal 30 gr^me*100oc 75*1 
i • Soybean meal 10 grama*10Q0co71,5 
i « Soybean meal 1 graa-lQOOcc 64,1 
i 0 Soybean meal .1 gram-lQQQoc 50.1 
4 0 Soybean meal *01 gram-lOOGcc 31.3 
* 
• 6% bentonite water 10 graae*1000co 64.$ 
4 0 Bit bentonite water 1 gra«*1000cc 60,6 
i 0 5 s bentonite water .1 gram-lOOQcc 58*8 
4 0 Butyl acetate, added to oil 1*100 58*5 
4 0 Butyl aoetate, added to spray 1- •100 75 
4 0 Butyl acetate* 1*1500 90.6 
4 0 Butyl aoetate 1*3000 88.5 
i 0 Butyl aoetate 1-10x000 69.0 
4 0 Bordeaux and lead arsenate 80,8 
4 0 Bordeaux and Black Leaf 155 ©8*7 




i 0 87.9 
4 0 • 98.8 
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table 10 (continued) 
Oil cone* 
Oriental Fruit moiST^ 
i Calcium caseinate 10 grame-lOOoo oil 88.8 
j • * 1 gram-lOOoo oil 79.3 
XH181 (Glnsburg9a formula)• 77.8 
1 • 63.3 
i « 71.8 
i « Grieselll Spreader 1-1900 83.9 
* 
« Orthol Liquid Spreader 1-800 84.6 
* 
« Soybean meal 1 gram-lGQQoo 83.1 
4 Butyl acetate X-XOOO 79.8 
4 Mul-31-Mo 99.9-.1 87.7 
4 . « 99-1 76.2 
4 XH2503 97-3 79.1 
4 N 99rl 87.7 
•Glnsburg1s formulas 




IHISI paste 10 pounds 
Defoar>ier 3 quarts (kerosene) 
the Standard oils used did not give as high peroent of 
kill as did the Orthol t oils when used at the regular dilu¬ 
tions* they were more effective on the few ooldlng moth eggs 
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which were tested* Here again It was possible to use the 
students method In comparing the kill of 1 percent and | 
percent oils. The probable error (11*8) of the lower con¬ 
centration Is large and does not show a significant differ¬ 
ence from the 1 percent oil. The analysis by Student1s 
method, taking it to consideration only the sets of eggs laid 
on the same date indicates that the odds are about 8-1 that 
there is a significant difference* although these odds are 
not considered great, they represent a better measurement than 
that derived from the probable error, with bentonite as an 
emulsifier the kill with Standard #331, at all dilutions, 
averaged over 98*5 percent* Oaloium caseinate and iXul-Sl-Mo 
gave better results than IH2503, but not as good as bentonite* 
The X29181 paste used with 1 percent oil gave slightly better 
results than the same concentrations emulsified with 183503. 
i 
The 1212503 also Improved kill when diluted 99-1, oil to emul¬ 
sifier, This would make the concentration of the emulsifier 
•00005 in the spray solution* 
As for adjuvants, Grasselli Spreader was effective at 
very high dilutions* At a dilution of 1-10,000 it increased 
the kill of i percent oil from 64*1 up to 95*2 percent. 
Orthol liquid Spreader and Butyl acetate also improved the 
percentage of kill* In combination with ingredients of the 
regular spray schedule, oil was more efficient with Borde&u* 
and Black leaf 155 and less efficient with Bordeaux and lead 
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&r~cnate. This follows the trend of the previous experiments 
In tbit problem. However, when the oil was emulsified with 
bentonite, the percent kill was hi^h even with Bordeaux and 
lead arsenate. 
At was mentioned before, many of the adjuvants were 
tested against only two sett of eggs. It will be noted by 
examining data sheets that with very few exceptions, the ^ 
percent oil killed more of the recently laid eggs than the 
older eggs# In tests with J percent standard #331 plus ad¬ 
juvants, the average percentage kill of four-day old eggs 
was 45.8. The corresponding percentage kill of the two-day 
old eggs was 77.6. Ibis trend can also be noted in results 
with the other spray materials, such as with 4$ Orthol K 
(mal) the kill of 4 day old eggs averaged S7.6 percent while 
the 3-day old eggs averaged 84.1 percent. In the higher per¬ 
centages, li and 1, the oil usually killed uniformly regard¬ 
less of the age of the egge. The low probable errors ob¬ 
tained with oils at these concentrations indicates very litte 
variation in kill# 
A number of tests were also made with the two vegetable 
oils, corn oil and soybean oil. No codling moth eggs were 
available when these tests were made. The averages in orien¬ 
tal fruit moth eggs are given in the following tablet 
4 





1* IN.i503 — 35.0 
1 * — 84.7 
i « 60.2 
i * Bordeaux plus lead arsenate 62.9 
i « Bordeaux plus Blnck leaf 155 91.7 
Bentonite 94.4 





This oil gave high control in the l£, and 1 percent 
dilution©, but fell quite low at £ percent strength, Even 
the bentonite emulsifier did not raise this percentage of 
bill. As before, the Bordeaux and Black Leaf 155 combina¬ 











4 II — 57.3 
4 II Bordeaux and lead arsenate 75.3 
4 N Bordeaux and Black Leaf 155 83.4 
4 * 2rasaell1 8oreader 1-1000 83.9 
4 • Soybean meal 1 gram-1000 cc 65.3 
i4 Bentonite 91.0 
1 « 8914 
4 « 61.2 
These two vegetable oils showed very similar results. 
They were both comparatively ineffective at low concentra¬ 
tions, and did not respond well to the adjuvants tested with 
them, ffiven the bentonite did not increase the kill apprecia¬ 
bly. The oil again was more effective with the Slack Leaf 155 
and lese effective with lead arsenate. 
Several other spray materials were tested to determine 
whether or not they were effective when used, alone. Doth 
Loro and Lethane are organic compounds. Botano H is a roten- 
one-derris extract. These compounds showed practically no 





Lethane 1-400 3.0 
Botano H 3 lbs.-100 gal8. 5.9 
Bordeaux and lead arsenate standard 12.7 
Bordeaux and Blaok Leaf 155 6.8 
Chock mli-8 
the check twigs for each day’s eggs were examined and 
the total number of eggs and the percent dead were reoorded 
for e&oh twig, the results may be found in fable 36. the 
average percent of unhatched eggs of the oriental fruit moth 
was 3.8 per twig, the codling moth averaged 24.4 percent 
unhatohed. this is mainly due to the great number of Infer¬ 
tile egge laid by the codling moth during the early part of 
the season when the eggs were available* 
Smiil£i£2Xl££!i 
The more effective oils were tested on folia e of young 
apple trees adjacent to the insectary at Blacksburg. the fol¬ 
lowing data of a record of the tests applied at Intervals dur¬ 
ing the season: 
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July 3$. Hot, sultry day. light showers at Ili30 a.ra. 
Materials eprayedj 
crthol It medium 1% plus Bordeaux and lee A arsenate 
Standard #303 rt « « it 
Standard #321 * * « n • 
Sinclair 3A£ #10 # * it If it 
Sinclair SAS #20 • If a « H 
Corn oil • n it « ff 
Soybean oil x* H « n « n 
Bordeaux 2-4-100 and lead arsenate 31be *—100 gals. 
One tree was sprayed with each material. 
July 35. Hot, sunny day. One tree sprayed with 1 per¬ 
cent Crthol K plus butyl acetate 1-15C0. 
Au ust 2. Cool, windy, sunny day. All oils sprayed at 
1 percent strength as on Jyly 23, but without the Bordeaux 
and lead arsenate. 
August 32. All oils sprayed at 1 percent strength on 
the name trees, but without the Bordeaux and lead arsenate. 
Table 14 
Examination of sprayed trees. 
July 34. Ho Injury on any of the trees 
July 36. Ho injury on any of the trees 
Aug. 2. Ho Injury on any of the trees 
Aug, 22. Ho injury on any of the trees 
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Table 14 (continued) 
Aug. 26. Trees sprayed with Sinclair 6AE #10 and #20 have 
many leaves curled and brown, giving the tree a scalded ap¬ 
pearance. A few af the leaves have dropped. 
Sept. 33. Ho injury on trees exoept the two trees sprayed 
« 
with Sinclair oil. Many of the leaves have dropped from these 
trees. 
Plnouealon of Results 
Although there Is only a limited amount of data on the 
codling moth, the results show that the spray materials used 
hare about the same effect on both codling m th and oriental 
fruit moth eggs. The close relationship of the two moths is 
an indication of the physical similarity of their eg s. The 
slightly higher average of kill of codling moth eggs may be 
partly due to the fact that there was a higher percent of in¬ 
fertile codling moth eggs. It may also be true that the cod¬ 
ling moth eg; s, being larger, are more eueceptible to thorough 
oovcr&tre and penetration of oil. 
As may be noted in the data sheets, separate record 
was kept of eggs laid on the upper and lower surface of the 
leaves. Although there were variations fro: time to Urn© in 
the percentage kill of eggs on the surfaces of *n individual 
leaf, no consistent trend was noted. As a result, no conclu¬ 
sions were established regarding the ofloot of oil© on eggs 
_ 
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laid on the different surfaces of the leaf. 
It la evident from the result® that the better 1 and 
1£ oeroent oils used will ^ive a hi ;h percentage of kill of 
fruit moth eggs without the u^e of an adjuvant. 3uch oil s?ill 
kill .most of the egg* regardless of their age or position on 
the leaf. At these dilutione they ive constant results, the 
overage kill of all the 1 percent oils, with the exception of 
the Diesel oil, was 88 percent, Unulsification with bentonite 
further increase* the kill. The probable errors of the 1-iJ 
percent oils are much lover than tho^e of the | and * percent 
oils, indicating that the variation of the latter is much 
greater. The probable errors are given after each average in 
the data sheets beginning with Table 15. 
^here differences In percentage kill are close, the 
averages may not be statistically significant. This is es¬ 
pecially evidenced by low concentrations of oil where tha 
probable errors are larger due to wider variation. In sever¬ 
al 033 a who e possible the Students method ?as used to analyse 
the results. This is a better statistical treatment for small 
set© of data* >»b©re probable errors are low as in the oase 
of the higher concentrations of oil and with oils emulsified 
with bentonite, it is an indication of acre oonsistant, sig¬ 
nificant results. 
The i percent oils can be made more or less efficient 
by the use of adjuvants. In seme cases the percentage of 
kill has been Increased to above that of the X and 1^ per* 
cent oils. In other c^see the kill has been reduced by the 
adjuv nts. The increase le $o doubt the result of better 
coverage and penetration of oil effected by the adjuvants, 
whereas the decrease In kill Is probably the result of poor 
coverage through excessive runoff of spray material caused 
by the adjuvants, arasael.ll Spreader and butyl acetate were 
t*o materials which gave a oonsistantly higher kill. Butyl 
scutate appeared to be most effeotive at a concentration of 
1*1500; Orasselll Spreader had a wider ran^e of effectiveness 
but seemed to be most efficient at a dilution between 1*1000 
and 1*1500. 
fenulslfloatlon has an effect on the percentage of kill. 
The soap emulsifiers, IH3503 and Xnl81 gave about the same re* 
suits. With a 1 percent oil emulsified with IH3503 the kill 
of oriental fruit moth eggs for all the tests was 76.6 per* 
cent* The same 1 percent oil emulsified with bentonite gave 
an average of ©3 percent kill. This difference may be due to 
the physical characteristics of the emulsions. The soap one 
is of the more stable type and consequently keeps the oil in 
suspension too long, with the result that a large amount of 
oil is lost in the runoff. The bentonite emulsifier, on the 
other hand, makes a quick*breading emulsion which deposits 
the oil almost immediately on coming in contact with the plant 
surface, thus increasing the amount of oil being deposited. 
5? 
The combination of oil tdlth Ingredients of the regular 
•pray schedule revealed a difference in the rate of kill of 
the various materials* '/hen the £ percent oil was combined 
with Bordeaux mixture and lead arsenate* the average kill in 
the trials with seven oils was 81 percent, with the | percent 
oil combined with the Black Leaf 155 the resulting average for 
the seven trials was 94 percent. There are several possible 
explanations for this difference* The analysis from the data 
sheets shov?s that Bordeaux *nd lead arsenate did not effective¬ 
ly kill the 4-day old eggs. The lowest percentages were all 
from eggs laid on July 30* It is osslble that some mishap 
occurred in the routine of spraying on that set. Or it may 
be that the addition of the Black Leaf 155 is responsible for 
this increase. This material is a fine colloidal material* 
not unlike bentonite* and it is probable that it has a similar 
notion on the emulsion* making the spray more effective again¬ 
st the eggs. 
As to spray injury* caused by oil* it has been demonstra¬ 
ted in this experiment and by other workers that apple foliage 
can stand the effects of a low concentration of certain oils. 
Peach trees have been successfully sprayed with oil, but so 
far few workers have recommended it as a practice. The corres¬ 
pondence carried on %itb several authors and agencies in rela¬ 
tion to oil injury ha© been placed at the end of the thesis* 
Both viewpoints are represented. It is presented merely as 
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an effort to ascertain an understanding of the current situa¬ 
tion with no intention of prejudicing the reader, The exact 
conditions under which oils can be safely used have not been 
worked out. v*h t is acceptable in one locality may not be in 
another. The development of more highly refined oils with a 
minimum amount of unsulohcnated residue is haloing to solve 
this nroblem. Several Titers have stated that a good rule to 
follow in the use of oils ie to use the llgbeet one that will 
do the job effectively. Any general recommendations for the 
use of oils as ovicides must be based on a knowledge of local 
conditions and thorough Understanding of the oils used and 
their effect on peach or apple foliage in that particular 
locality. 
Oonoluslons 
The action of oil sprays used in this experiment io 
similar on codling moth and oriental fruit moth eggs. 
A high percentage of fruit moth eg ;b can be killed with 
most of the 1 and li percent oils used in this experiment. 
More variation occurs when sprays containing | and £ percent 
oil are used. At this dilution it is unore difficult to kill 
the older eggs. 
Certain adjuvants increased the effectiveness of the 
lower concentration® of oil. 
'v 
Bentonite emulsions are more effective than soap emul¬ 
sions In killing fruit moth eggs. 
In combination with ingredients of the regular spray 
schedule, oils are more effective then combined with Bordeaux 
and Black Leaf 155 rather than uith Bordeaux and lead arsenate. 
»ith the exception of the lubricating oils, the 1 percent 
oils used in this experiment were safe to use on apple foliage, 
under the conditions of these testa. 
tiMity 
k 1 rge number of oriental fruit moths and codling moths 
were reared in the lnseotary. These moths were induced to ovi¬ 
posit on apple foliage wh oh was then sprayed with various 
oils at dilutions up to l£ percent notuni oil. These egge 
were at various stages of development. 
Several hundred th usmnd of the eggs were examined under 
the mlcrosoope to determine the percentage of kill. There was 
a high percent kill of both codling moth and oriental fruit 
moth eggs at dilutions of 1 and l£ percent of the better oils. 
With the use of certain adjuvants th© kill with £ and £ per¬ 
cent oil was raised considerably. 
The £ and £ peroent oil spray resulted in greater var¬ 
iation of kill. Older eg ;a sprayed at this concentration wore 
not killed as readily as were the newly-laid eggs. 
A higher percentage of kill resulted with oils emul¬ 
sified with bentonite than with oils emulsified with soap 
emulsifiers. 
Uth the exception of lubricating oil, no foliage in¬ 
jury was apparent from repeated applications of 1 percent 
oil applied to young apple trees. Ho aoray injury tests 
were unde on peach foliage. Opinion is divided on this 
question. Certain oils have been U3sd without injury to the 
foliage. 
The successful u-e of ovicides defends on the moths de¬ 
positing eggs over a short enough interval to warrang spray¬ 
ing, and the ability of the fruit growers to determine the 
optimum time for spraying in their particular locality. 
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A 
Dept, tool A lAlonology 
State College, Pru 
/ 
January 3?, 1941 
Ur. n.v. Cooper 
Hast. Ailo, College 
Amherst, Mas*. 
Dear Ur. Coopers 
Pardon or ' elay In answering your letter of January 
3rd. S am finishing up a rather lengthy oteco of manuscript 
and am in the ml dot of moving. 
Uy aonolusims concern ng oils pertained chiefly to 
peach folia:". X found that even 3 per oent oil could be 
used oafely on peach after the first of July. Before this 
time Injury eoaetlaes resulted. Se also used oils together 
with various forma of sulfur without Injury to peach after 
the first of July. 
In my work, oils were used largely for the red *31 te 
and for summer brood a of peach leoonlua. &?d mite seldom 
develops to proportions demanding spray implications before 
the first of July so our problem w-e considerably simplified. 
X have used Pratts dormant 63 per cent oil on peach at 
1J# dilution without Injury. Of course tsucb depends upon the 
conditions at the time of the application. Oils applied when 
the temperatures axe hl^h evaporate quickly, are leas effi¬ 
cient and less likely to bum. Oils spoiled when temperatures 
are low evaporate ssore slowly, are ore efficient i*nd are : ore 
likely to turn, this may be the reason why there Is less In¬ 
jury After July 1. 
Tours very sincerely. 
3. ». frost 
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\ United State® Department of Agriculture 
Bureau of Plant Industry 
Beltsville, 
January 8, 1841 Maryland 
Mr. H.V. Cooper 
Feroald Hall 
Maas. State College 
Amberft, Maaa. 
Dear Bir: 
Your letter of January 3rd, addressed to Dr. Magness, 
baa been referred to me for reply. 
It bae been our experience that the various oils that 
we have used, including commercial summer oils and vege¬ 
table oils, have severely injured peach foliage. We, there¬ 
fore, are of the opinion that if you used these oils on 
peach foliage injury would result. Also, An the plant it 
is dangerous to U'e sulfur until some time has elapsed after 
the application of olio. 
Yours very truly. 





B.0. Pratt Company, Spray* 
50 Church Street, Hew York Cortlandt 7-8365 Cable; Pratatis 
January 8th 1941 
Mr* H.V. Couper 
Fernnld Hall, U3C 
Amherst, Mad*. 
Dear Mr. Couper; 
Be hare your letter of January 3rd, In reference to 
using oil on peach foliage. 
There hare not been, to our knowledge, many station* 
or experimental men that hare tried to use oil on peach 
foliage. However, I do remember Mr. S.W. Frost, when loca¬ 
ted at the Arendtsrille Station of the Pennsylvania 3ate 
College, running experiment* for three four year* our Summer 
Oil on pe ch foliage with no 111-effeot. Mr. Frost is now 
located at State Colie e, Pa* and I am sure if you would write 
to him he would gire you his own personal experience. 
When you oonsider using oil on peach foliage you will 
hare to figure only the higher refined oils, euch a* Summer 
Spra-Oraam, Orthol L, etc. a* these oils are low in unsul- 
phcnated residue. 
Incidentally, from the results we hare had on codling 
moth with D-X, we feel that there may be an opportunity of 
some form of control of the Oriental Moth with D-X and summer 
oil or D-X and light applications of arsenals of lead. Do 
far, we have not done any experimental work along this line. 
For codling moth we believe that, at the present time, 
we hare the best solution available, which is the addition 
of D-X (a special pyrethrum-rotenone spray) combined with 
arsenate of lead and applied where the inf stitlon is light 
at the peak of the hatch of the first brood and where infes¬ 
tation 1* heavy and application preceding the peak and one 
at the peak. 
Last year we had orch&rdiats who, in 1939, only pro¬ 
duced 36# codlihg moth free apples who produced this past 
69 
season 88$ and 89$ clean fruit. 
tot your own personal information* we are enclosing 
one of cur lat*at circulars on the Use of D~X for oodllng 
moth. It aay prove of some value to you. 
If we can be of further assistance to you do not 
hesitate to write ue. 
Very truly yours, 
B.O. PRATT 001PACT 
Manager* dal *s Department 
California Spray-Chcmlonl Corporation 
Elizabeth, New Jersey 
January 7, 1940 
Mr. H.V. Oouper 
Pernald Hall M30 
Anhoret, Mass. 
Dear Mr. Couperi 
n 1 
Me are in receipt of your recent request regarding the 
use of Crthol-W oils on peaches. These oils h -ve been used 
on peaches for many years and in many oases dosages have 
been as high as actual oil. Xn fact, in sons cases 
higher, without any deleterious affect on the trees. gray¬ 
ing was carried out during the summer months, and several 
sprays at this dosage are required to control cottony peach 
scale which has been a serlors pest at times In the Western 
Mew York area. 
In the control of Oriental Peach Moth practically 
no control has been obtained with the use of summer oils 
due to the number of broods per year and the difficulty In 
hitting the eggs to give commercial control. 
We trust this Is the information you desire. 
Very truly yours, 
CALIFORNIA SPRAY CimiCAL CCRPORATIOH 
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:beok Twigs on CTioldel Tests 
Oriental ruit Loth Oriental Oruit Loth 
Date NO. % Date Ho; ei 
deposited of dead deposited of dead 
Eggs -ggs 
6-3 107 9*3 7-23 190 1.6 
6-4 17S 2*8 7-24 96 l.C 
6-5 489 1#8 7—25 18G 2.6 
6—6 408 *7 7-27 487 2.9 
6-7 361 4*9 7-28 682 1.0 
6-8 341 1*2 7-29 253 3.5 
6—0 161 2*5 7-30 258 3.0 
6—10 401 2*7 7-31 550 5.1 
6-11 252 3.1 0-1 340 3.2 
6-12 336 1.5 8-2 131 6.1 
6-14 491 2.6 8-3 175 2.3 
6-15 185 3*2 326 4.6 
6-16 52 -.0 1 o-5 235 4.2 
6-17 118 .0 8-6 587 .7 
6-18 18 4*1 0-11 228 1.3 
6-19 13 1.1 8-12 459 1.9 
6-20 137 10* 8 8-13 449 2.2 
6-21 123 .8 8-15 191 .5 
6-22 48 16.6 0—16 180 22.2 
6-23 35 8*6 8-17 235 7.4 
6-24 118 8.5 0-18 167 4.2 
6-25 37 8.1 8-19 342 2.0 
6—20 297 1.7 j 8-20 260 1.5 
6-27 101 5.9 8-21 157 2.5 
6-28 91 2.2 8-22 92 1.1 
6-20 371 .8 o—24 172 12.8 
6-30 106 6.6 8—35 124 15.3 
7-1 183 1.1 ! 8-26 129 3.9 
7-2 155 2.6 8-1. A 273 9.5 
7-3 56 .0 | 8-28 390 8.5 
7-4 311 .6 ! 8-30 34 2.9 
7-5 372 2.2 8—31 128 4.6 
7-6 246 2.0 i| 9-1 50 4.0 
7-7 261 1.9 II 9-2 899 0.3 
7-8 221 1.4 ;j 9-3 339 10.0 
7-9 402 2.5 j! 9-4 415 4.8 
7-10 171 8.2 9-5 203 5.4 
7-11 357 2.5 is 9-6 199 4.0 
7-12 583 6.8 ii 9-7 94 3.2 
7-13 28 3.6 1} 9-8 353 3.1 
7-14 313 2.2 j| 9-9 552 3*4 
7-15 306 1.3 9-10 12 • 0 
7-10 480 3.9 !| i—13 42 11.9 
7-17 387 3.6 j! 9—14 62 0.3 
7-18 466 4.1 9—16 35 .0 
7-80 124 7.2 9-17 88 7.9 
7-21 61 9.8 j! 9-18 29 3.5 
7-22 231 6.1 |l 9—19 571 9.6 
9-21 455 2.9 
1 Oriental T ruit Hoth 1 
Totals 
24392 eggs. 
1 922 eggs unhatched. ! 
3.8$ average dead 
per twig. | 
Codling Moth 
jl Date NO. 
* 1 deposited of 
~ggs dead 
! 5-31 33 6.1- 
jl 6-1 39 30.7 
! C—2 94 15.9 * i 
i 6-7 94 51.0 
i 6—C 61 57.3* 
6-9 80 20.0' 
i! 6-10 112 27.6 | 
jl 6-11 82 18.2 |i 6-12 915 85 50.6* 
o-lS 56 3.9' 
0-16 89 8.7* 






jl 333 eggs unhatdhed* | 
24.4$ average dead 
per twig. 
Approved toy 
1 $. *■ 
QjLll-LtgJ^ Qz^&SagS 
Graduate Oommlttee 
Pate 

